
 

EUROLITE LED FF-4 Fog Flower Combo
The perfect combination between fog machine and LED flower-effect with RGB patterns

Art. No.: 51701898
GTIN: 4026397418187

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397418187

Weight: 4,40 kg

Length: 0.38 m

Width: 0.26 m

Heigth: 0.21 m

Description:

It's the combination!
Putting two things together is often more effective than keeping the components separate. Just
think of a glass with red wine. Normally not bad, or? But if you combine this glass of wine with
the view of a sunset over the ocean, it'll taste even better. A fact, that is also true for flower
beams and fog. Beams alone are nice to look at, but beams shining through some fog are
definitely more attractive. That's why EUROLITE has developed the new LED FF-4. A
combination of a flower effect with 60 LEDs and a powerful fogger. Benefits of this construction
are quite obvious. The fog is put out in the same angle as the flower beams. A quick fog output
thus is enough to mix with the beams. Usually you would not only need two individual devices,
you also had to fill the room with much more fog, to get a similar result. This is really some
combination!

Features:

- Ideal for party-rooms or small discotheques
- Powerful output
- Colorful flower-beams
- Equipped with 60 LEDs: 24 x red, 24 x green, 12 x blue
- Three different modes can be selected via remote control: Sound control, auto mode and strobe

effect

- With mounting-bracket for hanging installation
- Overheat protective switch
- Sound-controlled via built-in microphone
- Fuzzy sound control: program continues automatically during periods without music or bass-

beat

- With blackout-function
- 6.3 mm jack socket for remote control
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- Ready for connection with safety-plug

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 530,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 22 cm

 Depth: 34 cm

 Height: 25 cm

Weight: 3,95 kg

Smoke-output: 4 m

Warm-up time: 4 min.

Fluid consumption: 21 ml/min.

Output volume: 50 m³/min.

Tank capacity: 1.5 l

Sound-control: via built-in microphone

LED number: 60

Dimensions (L x W x H): 340 x 220 x 250 mm
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